Challenges, Opportunities and Recent Advances in Sugarcane Breeding
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1. Introduction

Sugarcane (Saccharum spp.) has a long history in line with European colonization and Imperialism. Its cultivation in the New World since the early Modern Period (XVI century) largely shaped social structures, national and international politics, global trading, slavery, culinary, and even disease proliferation (tooth decay, diabetes, obesity) with extensive significance to current history around the globe (cf. Hobhouse, 2005; Rogers, 2010). In 2009, 1,682 million metric tonnes (MT) of sugarcane were produced worldwide in a total area of 23.8 million hectares (ha) (close to the size of the United Kingdom, which occupies 24 million ha). Brazil is the largest sugarcane producer, contributing with 40% of the world production (700 MT in 2009), followed by India (285 MT), China (114 MT), Thailand (67 MT), Pakistan (50 MT), Colombia (38.5 MT), Australia (31 MT), Argentina (30 MT), United States (27.5 MT), Indonesia (26.5 MT) and the Philippines (23 MT) (http://faostat.fao.org). Sugarcane is also an economically important crop for the economies of Mexico and many countries in Central America, the Caribbean, Africa, and Southern Asia (Fig. 1).

Sugarcane is native to southeastern Asia, with its cultivation in India dating since before 5,000 years ago (Daniels & Daniels, 1975; Daniels & Roach, 1987). This species has C4 photosynthesis, resulting in a vigorous biomass accumulation under tropical conditions, but it also implies a less vigorous growth in temperate regions. In commercial settings, sugarcane is clonally propagated via stem cuttings, facilitating the preservation of cultivar genetic identity. The plant is semi-perennial, with a cycle ranging from ~12-18 months from planting to harvest at tropical conditions, and regrowth of ratoons (sugarcane stumps) that allow up to five harvests.
Sugarcane plantations are often criticized for occupying large extensions of fertile arable land that otherwise could be used for food production (the so-called “food or fuel” debate), for impacting the environment with deforestation and land degradation, monoculture, pollution (contamination of ground water via leaching and water bodies via run off of fertilizers, pesticides and molasses; pre-harvest burning and air pollution). It also relies heavily on low-paid seasonal jobs, and having many cases of labor abuses worldwide (child labor, slavery regimen, hazardous conditions, underpayment) (Martinelli & Filoso, 2008; Miranda, 2010; Uriarte et al., 2009). Nevertheless, it produces an alternative and renewable energy source with balanced carbon emission (Goldemberg et al., 2008).

Fig. 1. Sugarcane production areas around the globe. Source: AndrewMT, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sugarcane

The sustainability of ethanol production as a component of the energetic base of a country is highly dependent on how the source crop is managed, and this also depends on the genetic background of cultivars available to farmers. Modern agricultural practices depend heavily on high input of inorganic fertilizers. The answer for the huge challenges regarding energy production the world currently faces may lie on sugarcane. However, one has to consider the convoluted origin and genetics of sugarcane, the complex system required for a sustainable, productive and profitable cropping, the social and ecological aspects. The massive demand for a reliable source of energy can only be answered with sugarcane if sustainability and the social issues is resolved. Most of the technical issues related to sugarcane feedstock production for biofuel to meet the massive bioenergy demand can be solved genetically, via breeding programs that will have to look more seriously to production systems with lower input of resources (energy, water, fertilizers, pesticides). Efforts should not overlook traditional and modern breeding techniques, including biotechnological tools to achieve its goals in a timely manner.
Like no other contemporary crop, sugarcane is facing new paradigms and expected to at least partially solve one most important problems in present society: energy production. In this chapter we introduce the current status, potential and the new breeding challenges imposed to sugarcane crop, with a focus in Brazil as a model for sugarcane production. We further describe important traits for sugarcane production, delineate the breeding pipeline, and introduce recent advances in sugarcane genetics and genomics.

2. Current and potential utilization of sugarcane

Sugarcane is responsible for ~70% raw table sugar production worldwide (Contreras et al., 2009), with the remaining production coming from sugar beet in temperate countries. Sugarcane stores energy as the non-reducing disaccharide sucrose, which accumulates in large amounts in the vacuoles of parenchyma cells of stem tissues (up to 23% w/v, or 70 mM; Hawker, 1965). This organic compound is especially used for producing table sugar (via simple crystallization of sucrose from stem juice and further refining and clarification), ethanol and spirits such as rum and “cachaça” (via yeast fermentation of the stem juice and distillation). Moreover, chopped sugarcane stalks are widely used as cattle feed, especially during dry season when pastures are unavailable for grazing.

Sugarcane is considered a first-generation biofuel crop. In Brazil, most energy converted to ethanol biofuel is derived from the sucrose extracted from squeezing the stems and fermenting the juice. However, only a third of the plant’s energy is extracted using this technology, with the remaining being stored in less readily available compounds, such as the cellulose deposited in plant cell walls. Today in refineries located in São Paulo state, Brazil, bagasse is burned to provide heat for distillation of the fermented must during ethanol purification and to co-generate electric power that is sold to the electric power grid. More efficient ways to use the cellulosic energy are being sought in order to increase ethanol yields at the refinery.

Plant cell walls are mainly composed by cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin. Cellulose is a polysaccharide consisting of linked \([\beta 1\rightarrow 6]\) glucose units, making around a third of the plant dry matter. The second generation of biofuels relies on the development of an efficient process of breaking down cellulose (thermally or enzymatically) into fermentable sugars from the bagasse and leaves. Current research goals in this regard are looking for: 1) plant varieties with improved constitution of cell wall contents to yield more cellulose and less lignin (Pandey et al., 2000; Ragauskas et al., 2006), 2) better methods for mechanic harvesting with low environmental impact, 3) use of the whole aerial plant parts as substrate for ethanol production, 4) use of high-pressure boilers to allow access to cellulose by the fermenting microorganisms and 5) genetically improved yeast strains with higher enzymatic capacity, including fermentation of pentoses. Special attention has also been given to novel product development from sugarcane industrial residues, or even from sucrose or ethanol, as a base for chemical synthesis of other organic molecules with higher market value such as xylitol and polyethylene glycol. In this context too, cellulose, hemicelluloses and lignin are acquiring increased relevance.

It is common practice (although not legal in many regions) to burn sugarcane fields to facilitate manual harvest. When fields are located near urban areas, this burning leads to air pollution and affect the population with smoke and carbonized particulates, which may
lead to respiratory diseases and general population dissatisfaction. However, non-burned fields are quite hazardous to harvesters, as they have to cope with stinging stem trichomes, sharp leaf edges, and potential poisonous organisms, such as snakes, insects and spiders. By using mechanical harvesting, not only burning can be eliminated, but also along with the bagasse, the straw can be used in the refinery to either generate heat and electricity, or potentially be hydrolyzed to generate ethanol using second-generation technology, which should be more power efficient. Given the scale of ethanol production in Brazil, the energy stored in the straw and bagasse of sugarcane would be enough to generate up to ten gigawatt (GW) power, which is close to the 14 GW generated by the largest hydroelectric power plant in Brazil (Itaipu). This power plant supplies one fifth of the electricity consumed in Brazil and over 90% of the energy used in Paraguay (Lora & Andrade, 2009; Ripoli et al., 2000). The potential of biomass (bagasse and straw) energy generation in Brazil has been recently calculated to be over 25 GW (Azevedo & Galiana, 2009).

A major by-product of ethanol distillation is vinasse, a complex liquid residue derived from distillation of the fermentate that is rich in humic acids (soluble organic matter) and minerals (such as K and P). For every liter of ethanol distilled, 10-20 liters of vinasse is left over, which have been used as fertilizer in sugarcane fields, saving millions of liters of water and improving the physical conditions of the soil. Vinasse application to sugarcane fields allows the recycling of nutrients back to the soil. However, its application in the field requires careful procedures to avoid contamination of water tables (Amorim et al., 2011). Another potential destination of vinasse is biogas production (Gonçalves et al., 2009).

With a largely diversified energy basis, Brazil (with a population of 192 million, according to the 2010 census) is a worldwide model on how a large country can efficiently establish a renewable and diversified energy matrix. According to the Brazilian Ministry of Mines and Energy, the energy produced in 2008 in the country was 46% renewable, with 15% derived from hydroelectric, 16% from sugarcane, 12% from coal and wood, and 3% from others sources. In sugarcane refineries, 20% of the energy used in boilers comes from bagasse, the remaining fibrous matter after juice extraction from sugarcane stalks, whereas wood encompasses 7% (Cortez, 2010).

Land usage is an important economical and social issue to be considered during biofuel discussions. To meet the internal and global demand, Brazil needs to at least double its current ethanol production (Goldemberg, 2010; Waclawovsky et al., 2010). Sugarcane fields occupy 2% of agriculture land in Brazil (Goldemberg, 2010), and ethanol derived from sugarcane is currently responsible for ~50% of vehicle fuel in Brazil, where a biofuel program is in place since 1975 with the successful aim of relieving the nation’s external dependence on oil (Leite, 2010). Yield has increased on average ~1.2% per year (considering a compound rate) in the last three decades in Brazil, while production increased almost five-fold (http://www.fao.stat.org), and sugarcane-based ethanol yield increased 3.8% per year between 1975 and 2004 (Goldemberg, 2008).

More recently, concerns on global warming and its association with human activities via CO₂ emissions and greenhouse effects, together with the foreseeable depletion of fossil fuel supply, launched a worldwide search for alternative energy sources that should be renewable and sustainable. During the mid-1990s, engines that accept both ethanol and gasoline (or a mixture) fueled the industry of flex fuel vehicles (i.e., with engine enabled to
use any ratio of ethanol and gasoline blend) and is gaining market momentum in many countries with a worldwide increasing demand for ethanol production (Leite et al., 2009). The Brazilian Alcohol Program (Proalcool) helped to establish a massive bioethanol industry in the country along with the pioneer development of the ethanol-based internal combustion car engine (Grad, 2006), relieving the country of a heavy dependence on foreign petroleum and external market fluctuations. Brazil is the pioneer in flex fuel technology, and currently ~95% of the vehicles sold in Brazil are flex fuel. Blending ethanol into gasoline is also a current worldwide trend to relieve gas emissions derived from fossil fuels as well as to lower fuel costs. For comparison, net production costs of ethanol derived from several crops was estimated in 2004 (Henniges & Zeddies, 2004), with Brazilian sugarcane-derived ethanol for 15€/1,000L, while the same amount of ethanol was produced from U.S. corn for 24€, from German wheat for 48€ and from German sugar beet for 52€ per 1,000L. The net energy balance (i.e., energy derived from processing in relation to input energy to produce the fuel) of sugarcane ethanol is between 8.2 and 10-fold while it is ~1.3 for fossil fuels (Goldemberg, 2008; Hill et al., 2006), although these figures are controversial. The cost of sugarcane-derived ethanol in Brazil was calculated as US$30-35 per barrel of oil-equivalent (i.e., the amount of energy contained in a barrel of oil), whereas the corn-derived ethanol from U.S. was estimated as US$45-50 in the same period (Nass et al., 2007).

Other crops have more recently been target as biofuel crops, such as sugar beet (Beta vulgaris), corn (Zea mays), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), sweet sorghum (Sorghum bicolor), Brachypodium (Brachypodium distachyon), and Miscanthus (Miscanthus giganteus) (Goldemberg, 2008; Vega-Sánchez & Ronald, 2010). Oil-producing species (soybean, corn, sunflower, oil palm, algae, etc) are also considered alternative sources of sustainable biodiesel via transesterification reactions (i.e., the process of exchanging the organic group R" of an ester with the organic group R’ of an alcohol). This carries higher power density than ethanol, and should be accounted in a diversified equation of energy matrix of a nation. However, sugarcane is considered the best biofuel crop in equatorial and tropical regions because of its yield and production costs (Goldemberg, 2008).

Together with expanding land occupation with sugarcane fields, improvement in crop and ethanol yields must be achieved. Crop yield in São Paulo, Brazil is expected to increase 12% over the next 10 years, with an 6.4% increase in total recoverable sugar, 6.2% in fermentation efficiency with improved yeast strains, and 2% in sugar extraction in the same period, adding to an overall increase of 29%, reaching 7,000-9,000 L ethanol per hectare (Goldemberg, 2008), with a perspective of reaching >14,000 L/ha in the next 20 years.

3. Limitations to production and breeding goals

3.1 Breeding programs

Sugarcane breeding programs play an essential role for the sugar-alcohol industry, as they are responsible for the development of cultivars, which consists of the major technological input for sugar and alcohol production. Sugarcane research and breeding programs have been very successful in Brazil, encompassing an agribusiness model of private and public funding integration. Fostered by government programs and focused research programs, São Paulo state is the major sugarcane producer in the country. Its production participation in Brazil rose from 20% in 1929, to 50% in 1970, and to 87% at present (Cortez, 2010). Breeding
programs are partially responsible for this success, as they were able to deliver genotypes with superior traits, responding to new challenges that occasionally arise.

The basis of the germplasm for sugarcane breeding involves commercial varieties and *Saccharum*-related species. Because the major subtropical production regions in Brazil do not favor flowering, parental plants are cultivated in farms with more tropical conditions (such as in Bahia, Brazil) and used for crossing to obtain seeds. Segregating seeds are then distributed to diverse locations for field selection, which may occur twice a year. Plant selection is carried out in three phases, and new genotypes can be exchanged between institutions, especially the governmental ones. The best clones are identified, multiplied and tested in farms during the experimental phase. The release of a new variety may take 12-13 years, after being tested for genetic stability, performance, and agronomic traits (Gazaffi et al., 2010; Landell, 2003; Landell et al., 2010). The success of breeding program depends largely on the choice of parental genotypes, trait heritability, evaluation period, statistic model used, and clone evaluation (Gazaffi et al., 2010). Moreover, the breeder has to pay attention to environmental conditions. In variety development, all factors that may affect production, such as biotic and abiotic stresses (including future threats) have to be considered by breeders.

### 3.2 Production challenges

Until recently sugarcane had been bred mostly for high sucrose content, because sucrose was the main substrate to produce sugar and ethanol. Thus, there has not been a current distinction of sugarcane genotypes since both first-generation technology of ethanol and raw sugar production rely on extractable sucrose accumulation in the stalk. This is advantageous for the sugarcane industry, as processing factories are capable of producing both sugar and/or ethanol, the choice of which product to make is dictated by the demand for each commodity. With the advent of the second-generation ethanol that now relies on cellulose, sugarcane breeding programs will have to revisit their genetic pools. Traits of high cellulose content in sugarcane tissues will be introduced to deliver specialized genotypes that use metabolic energy towards accumulation of either sucrose or cellulose, thus diverging breeding programs to specific goals.

The challenge to increase biofuel production in the coming years (Lam et al., 2009; Melo & Poppe, 2010) can be achieved by expanding the cultivation area, increasing yield with new varieties and improving the whole production system from sugarcane management, harvesting, ethanol production and innovation on sugar and ethanol mills. Beyond the overall increase in carbohydrate yield (sucrose or total biomass), other traits are important to consider addressing the major challenges in production systems, such as better fitness against stresses classified as biotic (pests, diseases, weed competition) and abiotic (drought, salinity, cold, aluminum toxicity, poor and compacted soils), flowering, plant vigor (fast growth under limiting conditions), and plant architecture including height, stalk number, tillering, leaf angle (Carvalho, 2010; Creste et al., 2010).

### 3.3 Specific goals of breeding programs

#### 3.3.1 Production goals

A key goal of sugarcane breeding programs is to increase sugar yield by increasing sugar production per area, which is closely associated with height, diameter and number of the
stalk, along with sugar accumulation in the stalk. Sugar yields have been generally improved by increasing total biomass rather than directly increasing sugar concentration in stalks (Jackson, 2005). Regarding sugar accumulation in the cane, stalk diameter seems more important than length (Milligan et al., 1990). Other important traits to be considered are vigor and productivity of the ratoon (Aitken et al., 2008). Future varieties bred specifically for second-generation biofuels will be dissociated from high-sucrose yields, but instead will aim at total biomass production per area.

*Brix weight per stool* (BW) in sugarcane is a genetic trait derived from the combination of many components. This trait was deconvoluted to five genetic components using a sophisticated statistics tool. Some traits are additive while others present dominant effects. Additive effects can be useful for breeding in early generations of the program while dominant effects are more useful in hybrids (Liu et al., 2007). Increase of sugar yield (*tons of pol per hectare*, TPH) has always been a major goal of breeding programs. TPH Sugarcane clones are selected on the basis of TPH, estimated by the product of mass yield (*tons of sugarcane per hectare*, TSH), and % *Pol* (sucrose content) of the stem juice. Thus, TPH increment is of great economic interest, considering that costs of harvesting, transportation and grinding remain constant. Casu et al. (2005) proposed that sugar accumulation in stalks might be regulated by a network of genes that contribute to physiological process and abiotic stress tolerance. Papini-Terzi et al. (2009) observed an overlap between pathways related to sugar accumulation and drought stress. Iskandar et al. (2011) analyzed 51 genes related to abiotic stress and affecting sugar accumulation, and concluded that changes in gene expression as a response to water deficit involves different mechanisms, including genes related to biochemistry as well as development.

Another aspect to be considered in biomass production is maximization of radiation interception. It is proposed to potentially increase 10-15% production when the cultivar and plant density is combined with the appropriate planting date (either in planted or ratoon crops) (Singels et al., 2005), being key for crop management. Furthermore, as research on second-generation ethanol production is taking off, breeding programs are looking for traits that increase the lignocellulosic biomass. Another important aspect of plant anatomy to consider is the development of straight stalks in order to best accommodate mechanical harvesting (Castro, 2010; Vega-Sánchez & Ronald, 2010).

### 3.3.2 Tolerance to abiotic stresses

Stress can be defined as any condition that hampers the expression of the full genetic potential of a living being. As sessile organisms, plants face many stressful conditions that required the evolutionary establishment of diverse developmental and physiological strategies to cope or avoid the stress condition. However, these strategies usually require metabolic energy that should rather be directed to useful production.

**Water deprivation or scarcity** is a major abiotic stress for sugarcane. Elucidating tolerance mechanisms would enable the development of cultivars more tolerant to drought, allowing cultivation in marginal areas, while assuring the sustainability and viability of the industry in such drought-prone areas. Plant irrigation is a good option for agriculture but it also increases salinity on soil. Besides, it corresponds to 65% of global water demand and considering the expansion of cultivation to areas without fresh water, tolerance to drought...
will become increasingly important. Drought tolerance would also contribute to reduce irrigation and water use (Rocha et al., 2007). Even though sugarcane can survive long dry periods, it demands a fair amount of water for optimal yield, leading to the use of irrigation in many areas. Whereas irrigation of sugarcane plantations in Brazil is minimal, 60% of Australia fields and 40% of South African cultivation are irrigated (Innam-Bamber & Smith, 2005). However, the lack of genetic and molecular information about drought tolerance mechanisms and inheritance in sugarcane has limited the development of improved cultivars. There is a need to distinguish genes definitely associated with the response to water deficit, which hold an adaptive function to water deprivation and in stress environments. Genes associated with regulation of expression under water deficit or during the establishment of drought tolerance are potential candidates to evaluate differential expression between contrasting sugarcane genotypes. Studies conducted with rice, Arabidopsis and sugarcane have used microarray analyses (Seki et al., 2001, 2002; Yamaguchi-Shinozaki et al., 2002; Rabbani et al., 2003; Rocha et al., 2007), with subsequent validation through quantitative amplification of reversed transcripts (RT-qPCR). This is to further investigate differentially expressed genes at distinct moments during drought. Some studies have used these differentially expressed genes to obtain transformed plants more tolerant to water deficit (Kirch et al., 2005; Zheng et al., 2004). The identification of genes encoding structural proteins directly related with the establishment of drought tolerance could be useful to develop genetic markers to select tolerant and/or sensitive genotypes. This helps to obtain improved cultivars by direct manipulation (transgenic) or classical breeding. Microarrays data have showed a change in gene expression by drought conditions. In sugarcane 93 genes were differentially expressed, including orthologs of NAC and DREB transcription factors and the cysteine proteinase RD19A (Koizumi et al., 1993; Papini-Terzi et al., 2005; Tran et al., 2004; Yamaguchi & Shinozaki, 2006). Indeed, this knowledge led to the development of transgenic sugarcane more tolerant to drought (see section on Biotechnology).

3.3.3 Resistance to biotic stresses

Genetic resistance to pests and diseases is a *sine qua non* (i.e., indispensable and essential condition) in plant breeding. Pests and pathogens often conquer new territories and are well known to dynamically evolve towards breaking resistances, always posing new challenges. Indeed, biotic stresses are of special concern in sugarcane breeding programs, because they may cause great economical impact in plantations with susceptible cultivars.

Examples of biotic stresses to which sugarcane breeders, geneticists, pathologists, entomologists have been paying attention, depending on the location of the breeding program are fungal diseases such as rusts [especially the “brown rust” (*Puccinia melanocephala*) and the “orange rust” (*Puccinia kuehnii*), which recently invaded the American continent], as well as “smut” (*Ustilago scitaminea*). The main bacterial diseases are “ratoon stunting disease” (*Leifsonia xyli*) and “leaf scald” (*Xanthomonas albilineans*), and important viral diseases are “sugarcane mosaic virus” (SCMV) and “sugarcane yellow leaf virus” (SCYLV). Additional diseases with constrained proliferation or of potentially less significant economical impact comprise the fungal diseases “red rot” (*Glomerella tucumanensis*), “eye spot” (*Helminthosporium sacchari*), “pokka boeng” (*Fusarium moniliforme*), and “pineapple disease” (*Ceratocystis paradoxa*). Identification of genetic resistance for these diseases is...
important to allow incorporation of resistance traits as goals in breeding programs to reduce production threats (current and potential), as well as reduce fungicide spraying.

In the same context, insects are also potential threats to sugarcane production, either directly or as disease vectors. The main sugarcane pests include root froghopper (*Mahanarva fimbriolata*, Hemiptera: Cercopidae), the sugarcane weevil (*Sphenophorus levis*, Coleoptera: Curculionidae), longhorn beetle (*Migdolus fryanus*, Coleoptera: Cerambycidae), sugarcane borer (*Diatreae saccharallis*, Lepidoptera: Pyralidae), and the stem borer (*Telchin licus*, Lepidoptera: Castniidae). Whereas aphids are of little concern as pests per se, two species (*Melanaphis sacchari* and *Sipha flavia*, Hemiptera: Aphididae) are SCYLV vectors. Sugarcane resistance against these insects is beneficial where the virus is a potential danger. Biological control of sugarcane pests by using natural enemies is a viable crop management technique in some cases, such as the fungus *Metarhizium anisopliae* that controls the root froghopper. However, the incorporation of genetic resistances against pests of economical or potential impact is indisputably the best option, when available.

### 3.3.4 Desirable developmental traits

**Flowering induction:** In sugarcane flowering is regulated by photoperiod (short day), temperature, humidity, plant age, and soil fertility. Flowering induction occurs when photoperiod decreases to more than 11.5-12.5 hours, depending on cultivar (Araldi et al., 2010; Moore & Nus, 1987). Panicle development and pollen fertility temperature is favored by ~28°C day/23°C night cycles (Clements & Awada, 1967). When sugarcane flowers, the plant stops growing, and sugars accumulated in the stalks are used for reproductive development, followed by plant senescence, as the plant’s life cycle closes (Araldi et al., 2010). On the other hand, flowering is an important trait for breeding. Economic production of sugarcane in Equatorial areas is hampered by climatic conditions, as flowering may occur all year around, because photoperiod is always close to 12 h (Clements & Awasa, 1967). The location of sugarcane breeding stations is favored in these areas. *S. officinarum* shows a generally low flowering index in favorable conditions, which is used as an important source of this trait in breeding programs (Cheavegatti-Gianotto et al., 2011).

**Plant architecture:** it is composed mainly of three traits: tillering, stalk diameter and stalk height (Carvalho, 2010; Creste et al., 2010), as important aspects in determining biomass production. Leaf angle is also an important trait to consider, because shadowing of lower leaves by the upper ones leads to lower photosynthetic rates. More recently, a straight stalk development is sought in new cultivars to facilitate mechanic harvest. The genetics of these developmental traits are not well established in sugarcane and breeding programs. It must rely on performance field selection, making sugarcane germplasm evaluation a long-term effort.

**Ratooning capacity:** Ratoons can regrow after each harvest, although with decreased vigor, which allows on average five productive harvests before the necessary renovation of the field. This is a very important trait to take into consideration during the evaluation period of breeding programs, because poor ratooning capacity will compromise the longevity of the established plantation.

### 3.3.5 Important physiological traits to be considered

**Nitrogen use efficiency:** Nitrogen is one of the most expensive plant fertilizers, because the conversion of atmospheric nitrogen (N₂) to ammonia (NH₃) is produced commercially using
the Haber-Bosch process, which is energetically demanding (Erisman et al., 2008). Sustainable production systems necessarily involve low demands of inorganic nitrogen. Interestingly, sugarcane is able to establish a mutualistic symbiosis with diazotrophic endophytes that reside in xylem cells (especially the bacteria *Glucoacetobacter diazotrophicus*; Cavalcante & Dobereiner, 1988) and in the rhizosphere (such as bacteria of the genera *Azotobacter, Azospirillum, Beijerinckia, Derxia, Enterobacter*, and *Erwinia*) (Thaweenut et al., 2011), which partially supply the plant’s requirement of nitrogen, and contributes to minimize nitrogen fertilizer applications, at least under Brazilian conditions (Giller, 2001). Recently, *G. diazotrophicus* had its complete genome sequenced (Bertalan et al., 2009), which will help to understand the symbiotic interaction between this prokaryote and sugarcane at the genetic and molecular levels with perspectives of increasing symbiotic nitrogen supply to sugarcane plants. There are also indications that modern varieties can improve efficiency use of inorganic nitrogen via genetic breeding with focus on plant’s physiology (Whan et al., 2010), which could be highly beneficial in breeding programs.

**Mycorrhizal association:** Another important symbiotic association involves mycorrhizae and roots, which improves the plant’s nutrient uptake (notably phosphate, but also nitrogen and possibly water and other nutrients). Reis et al. (1999) analyzed the sugarcane rhizosphere composition in three Brazilian regions and observed the presence of 14 distinct arbuscular mycorrhizae (AM) species, being *Glomus* the most representative, with the fungal diversity maintained when the field is not burned. Since this association is energetically demanding for the plant, which supplies the fungus with carbon skeletons in exchange for nutrients, the plant tightly controls this symbiosis. Low P soil conditions (e.g., ~20 mg kg\(^{-1}\)) tend to foster symbiotic infection rates (Takashasi, 2005). Crop rotation also benefits mycorrhizal association (Ambrosano et al., 2010) with observed 30% yield increase during three harvests along with increase of sugar content. The plant’s genetic inheritance regarding mycorrhization is still elusive, but sugarcane geneticists and physiologists should put efforts in providing tools to enable breeding programs to create genotypes with higher mycorrhization potential, which would certainly have great impact on crop management costs, plant’s fitness to adverse conditions and plantation sustainability.

**CO\(_2\)-enriched atmosphere:** sugarcane is a C\(_4\) plant that evolved specific photosynthetic mechanism to fix CO\(_2\). With global climatic changes, many questions have been raised about photosynthetic and water use efficiency in the environment where the CO\(_2\) has increased. De Souza et al. (2008) analyzed Brazilian sugarcane varieties grown during 50 weeks under normal (360 ppm) and double CO\(_2\) conditions (720 ppm). They observed that plants grown under double CO\(_2\) increased photosynthesis by 30%, accumulated 40% more biomass and had higher water-use efficiency. Microarrays analysis of these plants indicated that 35 genes were differentially expressed on leaves: 14 genes were repressed and 22 genes were induced (De Souza et al., 2008). Moreover, Vu & Allen (2009) tested two varieties grown also in double CO\(_2\) conditions (720 ppm) during 48 weeks and temperature increased by 1.5\(^\circ\)C or 6.0\(^\circ\)C. They observed that in the double CO\(_2\) condition and temperature increase of 6.0\(^\circ\)C, there was an increase of 50% of leaf area, 26% increase in leaf dry weight, and 165% increase in stem juice volume, but the responses were variety specific. The data from both groups showed that sugarcane plants increase productivity under higher CO\(_2\) and have better water-use efficiency.
4. Breeding strategies and current programs

4.1 Breeding methods

Hybridization (crossing) is the main procedure so far used for sugarcane to generate new genetic recombination events to further perform selection of superior genotypes, focusing on sugar, ethanol or biomass production. The genus *Saccharum* comprises mainly of six species (*S. officinarum*, *S. robustum*, *S. spontaneum*, *S. barberi*, *S. sinense*, and *S. edule*) that together with other closely related genera, such as *Erianthus*, *Miscanthus*, *Narenga* and *Sclerostachya*, constitute an inter-breeding group known as the ‘Saccharum Complex’ (Daniels et al., 1975), which represents the genetic variability pool available for sugarcane breeding.

All around the globe, diverse sugarcane breeding programs developed their own strategies. Briefly, conventional breeding is divided in three steps: (i) parental selection, (ii) hybridization and, (iii) selection of superior genotypes. The criteria used for parental selection is based on parental value, defined on its potential to generate good progeny. Either biparental or poly-crosses can be used to generate segregating populations. The main advantage of biparental crosses is that the male and female parents are both known, whereas in polycrosses, the exact male parent of the progeny is not readily known, because several pollen sources are placed together to interbreed with only one female. In this case, if a superior genotype is selected, molecular markers can be used to identify the male parent. Although easier to perform, polycrosses are generally considered of lower quality, since it allows predicting only the *General Combining Ability* (GCA), whereas biparental crosses are more informative for predicting not only the GCA, but also the *Specific Combining Ability* (SCA) between the parents.

**Parental selection and pollination:** Crossing and seed production routines involve an inspection of the parental population to verify which genotypes are flowering (visible panicles). Florets are collected and pollen is quantified and tested for viability using iodine staining, to decide which genotype will be used as male, and a pollen fertility scale is made to decide the direction of crosses. Since sugarcane flowers are hermaphrodites, emasculation of the female parent is required to avoid pollen contamination. Heat treatment of the panicle (immersion in water at 50°C for 4.5 min) is used to eliminate pollen viability of the female parent. The best parental combination is determined using an algorithm that assesses existing database information of each breeding program, considering genetic distance, progeny performance in earlier crosses, and trait complementarity. Flowering stalks of the selected male parent are cut and labeled, transported to the crossing shed, and placed slightly above the female, as pollination occurs by gravity. The set is protected with a ‘lantern’ to avoid cross-pollination (Fig. 2). The stalks are kept in a nutritive solution, which is replaced frequently to preserve the stalks for about 25 days. After 14 days, the pollination process is complete, and the female stalks are set for another 7-10 days kept in nutrient solution. After the panicles bearing the seeds are dried in a controlled room, at 32°C and low humidity for 3 days, the seeds are ready for the next phase – the progeny selection.

**Progeny selection:** initially, seeds are germinated and the population is screened for traits of high heritability. This phase starts with thousands of plants and those selected are cloned to initiate proper (and recurrent) field experiments (with repetitions), which will be extended for 10-12 years until an elite genotype is released. In the first years, the experiments consist
of many genotypes (each coming from a single seed) and little material (plants) from each genotype, thus requiring the adoption of experimental designs with small plots, little material from each genotype and a single location, with consequent implications of small experimental precision. As selection advances, the number of genotypes is decreased, allowing the increase of the replication number, plot size, and to include various experimental locations, especially at production environments, thus increasing statistical precision. At later stages, the clones are also evaluated for diverse harvesting time, if the local cropping management system includes more than one harvest a year. The process of clonal selection typically takes ~9 years to identify the superior genotype, and efforts have been made to increase selection efficiency to reduce the time required to develop a new cultivar. Table 1 summarizes the many steps of a sugarcane selection process with the five basic steps of a sugarcane breeding program.

4.2 Selection methods

Individual or bulk selection: the success of a breeding program highly depends on the quality and quantity of genetic variability of the parental population, target trait heritability, and the genetic gain of the trait. According to Dudley & Moll (1969), the estimation of the genetic variance, genetic co-variance, heritability and the selection gain are fundamental in any plant breeding program, because they allow to answer basic breeding questions: 1) existence of sufficient genetic variability within the available germplasm to allow breeding for a trait of economical importance; 2) estimation of resource usage, including required time, experimental locations, and number of repetitions necessary to test the experimental material; 3) definition of the most efficient and fast method to generate an acceptable gain in the target trait; and 4) assess the method efficiency for simultaneous breeding of all traits being selected. During the seedling phase (P1), in which heritability coefficients of individual plants are low, the selection rate must be high. Therefore, selection of individual plants must be based only on traits with high heritability, such as sugar content measured by brix and disease resistance. Selection for traits of economical importance based on individual plants is usually more efficient when conducted based on family tests.

Family selection: for this approach, whole progenies are completely selected or rejected, according to its mean phenotypic value. Individual values are not considered. Family selection is preferred when the trait under selection presents low heritability, low environmental variation and large families. The efficiency of family selection is based on the deviation shown by environmental effects on each individual that tend to compensate one another. Thus, the mean phenotypic value of each family is close to the mean genotypic value (Falconer & Mackay, 1996). The number of individuals within a family is an important factor for family selection, because the larger the family, the highest the correlation between mean phenotypic and genotypic values of the family. As noted above, environmental effects are usually high in the first selection phase. For most of the traits of commercial importance, individual selection is ineffective, as ~80% of the variation is due to environmental factors. However, family selection for these traits might be efficient, since 75-80% of the phenotypic selection among families is due to genetic factors.

Sequential selection: Family selection efficiency can be enhanced by adding individual selection within the best families (also called selection among and between families). In this case, the selection criterion used within families is based on individual deviation from the mean
value of its corresponding family (Falconer & Mackay, 1996). Family selection is only more efficient than individual selection when the heritability based on family means is higher than the heritability of the individual plants. According to McRae et al. (1993) and to Cox et al. (1996), association of family selection with individual selection is more efficient than selection based only on families for sugarcane. Cox & Hogarth (1993) stated that family selection with repetition of each clone, followed by individual selection within the best family is the most efficient way to select sugarcane.

Regional selection strategy: Besides the methods described above, sugarcane breeding programs have adopted specific strategies for the development of varieties locally adapted to new environments, guiding the hybridization and selection processes as well as establishing regional experimental stations for selection (Landell & Bressiani, 2008). An important example is the regional selection strategy pioneered by the “Centro de Cana - Instituto Agronomico de Campinas”, in Brazil, and now adopted by other Brazilian sugarcane breeding programs. This strategy includes a careful characterization of the production environment where seedling populations will be introduced, allowing breeders to isolate important environment factors, favoring the selection of regionally adapted genotypes. Thus, the environment mapping of typical sugarcane cultivation regions is an essential procedure to be considered during hybridization (parental choice) and selection phases. Precise information regarding genotype vs. environment interaction (G x E) is essential for breeders to define their initial objectives, for example, whether the aim is the development of varieties for a broad range of environments or for a specific environment (Borém, 1998).

4.3 Performance evaluation

Complex interaction is the most prominent type of interaction in sugarcane genotype selection, reflected by particular genotype responses to environmental variations. Varietal
Table 1. Basic steps of sugarcane selection process (Adapted from Landell & Bressiani, 2008).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>time</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase 1 (P1) ⇒ seedlings: Individual plants with clumps spaced 0.6m x 1.5m.</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Phenotypic selection for stalk, number, diameter and height, sugar content, pests and disease tolerance of plants and ratoon canes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 2 (P2) ⇒ clones: Clones are spaced 2 (or 4) m) x 1.5m.</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Phenotypic selection for stalk number, diameter and height, sugar content, pests and disease tolerance of phase 1 ratoon canes. Technological evaluation and first harvest with quantification of yield (tons of cane per hectare, TCH).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 3 (P3) ⇒ local experiments: One to two repetitions, with 30-60m long plots.</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Phenotypic selection of planted cane for yield components.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 4 (P4) ⇒ regional experiments: Plots with 4-5 lines of 8-15m long spaced 1.1-1.5m from each other, with randomized block experimental design (2-4 repetitions in 3-5 locations).</td>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Technological evaluation and first cut with quantification of TPH (tons of pol per hectare); technological evaluation of second cut with TPH quantification. Clone selection for phase 5. Cultivation in different locations in the same region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase 5 (P5) ⇒ final characterization</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Technological evaluation of first to fourth cut with TPH quantification and identification of superior genotype.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adaptability and stability are other aspects that must be taken into account in breeding programs. Adaptability refers to the variety’s capability to take advantage of environmental variations in a positive way. Stability refers to the variety’s capability to show a predictable behavior due to environmental changes. There are two main types of stability: static and dynamic. Static stability occurs when a variety has a constant behavior, independently of changes in the environment, and does not show behavior deviations. It is also known as biological stability, and it is more correlated to traits less influenced by environment (qualitative traits), but also sucrose accumulation curve (maturation), and stalk color. On the other hand, dynamic stability, also designated as agronomic stability, is more correlated with quantitative traits. It is characterized when a specific genotype responds to environmental variation in a predictable way. This stability, if well estimated, consists of an important tool for varietal management. Therefore, a promising variety must show high yield and stability in different environmental conditions (Landell & Bressiani, 2008). Thus, for a good cultivar classification regarding its agronomic potential, it is necessary to associate knowledge about the production environment with individual performance. This way, a cultivar may be classified as: i) stable, when it shows reasonable response to most favorable growing conditions and an average response in non-favorable conditions; ii) responsive, which shows great responses in favorable growing conditions, but does not adapt to more restrictive environments; or iii) rustic or low maintenance cultivar, which, opposite to responsive cultivars, it adapts to more restrictive environments, but does not have top performance in favorable cultivation conditions.
Among the methods suggested to evaluate the genotypic performance, one of the most traditional methods is analysis of experimental groups. This method considers that a genotype with less variance is also the most stable. However, it is very common that low-variance genotypes also show low yield. Methods based on regression are still widely used, especially because they allow describing individual responses of different genotypes in a group of environments (for more information on selection, see Finlay & Wilkinsom, 1963; Eberhart & Russel, 1966; Verma et al., 1978; Duarte & Vencovsky, 1999).

Regional selection has the advantage to allow a better characterization of a new cultivar, regarding its performance on several yield environments. Studies on phenotypic stability enable one to summarize the huge amount of information obtained from an experimental network, characterizing the yield potential, adaptation to environmental conditions and stability of new cultivars (Raizer & Vencovsky, 1999). Therefore, new sugarcane cultivars are recommended for specific environments, in association to their specific agricultural management and harvesting period. This strategy allows the breeder to explore the genetic potential of new cultivars at its maximum. In addition to environmental adaptation, another essential aspect in regional selection is the relative importance of yield-related traits. For instance, the ability of a genotype to keep good tillering ability becomes more important in dry areas, which is also an indication of drought tolerance. Other major features for adapting to these particular conditions are ratooning ability (maintenance of stalk number during harvesting cycles) and absence of flowering. The study of production environments provides with a necessary support for identification of a superior genotype, allowing the adoption of suitable crop management strategies. Such strategies must gather heterogeneous environments, including the stratification of equivalent sub-regions, in which the interaction G x E is less significant. The stratification, or agro-ecological zoning, is a very useful procedure, yet having its efficacy restricted due to the occurrence of uncontrollable environmental factors, such as rain and variable thermal amplitude. Notwithstanding, the regional selection strategy has the advantage to enable the identification of a superior genotype in a much shorter period of time (~6-7 years, against 10-12 years as presented above for traditional selection).

5. Genetics & genomics, biotechnology & molecular biology

5.1 Sugarcane genetics – quite a convoluted system

Sugarcane, Saccharum officinarum (2n=70-140), also called “noble cane” due to the sweetness of its stalk juice, is a domesticated tropical, perennial grass species (Poaceae family; Andropogoneae tribe). Modern cultivars present a large range in chromosome number (2n=100-130) and a genome sequence of ~10 Gb originated from intricate interspecific hybridization, partial loss of chromosomes (aneuploidization), and polyploidization (8-10X) events. Notwithstanding, the basic sugarcane haplotype (X=10; 930 Mb) is remarkably small and syntenic to model grasses, such as sorghum.

In China and India, S. officinarum was crossed with S. barberi (India cane; 2n=60-140) and S. sinense (China cane; 2n=104-128) to generate hybrids, the latter thought to be already a hybrid between S. officinarum and S. spontaneum (2n=36-128). During the XIX century, crossings using the wild species S. spontaneum (2n=36-128) were carried out to improve
sucrose yield and disease resistance (Roach, 1972, 1989). Thus, modern sugarcane cultivars correspond to introgression from the wild species *S. spontaneum* and *S. robustum* (2n=66-170) into the cultivated species *S. officinarum*, *S. sinense* and *S. barberi* (D’Hont et al., 2008, Grivet et al., 2006; Irvine, 1999). *S. edule* (2n = 60, 70, 80) is considered ornamental cultivated in New Guinea and Fiji Islands, with no contribution to modern cultivars. Portuguese introduced sugarcane to Brazil during the European colonization period (XV century) probably with hybrids between *S. officinarum* and *S. barberi* originated from India and Persia (Daniels & Daniels, 1975).

Cytogenetics of each species is largely controversial, given methodological difficulties to count such large chromosome number that are confined within a small cell nucleus, or even to establish reliable flow cytometry standards. Molecular genetics is now helping to better understanding the sugarcane origins, because its complex taxonomy has been established based solely on plant morphology and chromosome number. Molecular cytogenetics reveals that 15-25% of the sugarcane genome is derived from *S. spontaneum*, depending on the genotype. For example, the cultivar R570 has 10% of chromosomes inherited from *S. spontaneum*, 80% from *S. officinarum* and 10% as a result of recombined chromosomes (D’Hont et al., 2008). Sugarcane is closely related to maize and sorghum. In fact, sugarcane and sorghum shared the last common ancestor only about five million years ago (Paterson et al., 2004), suggesting that sorghum is a good model system to understand the more complex sugarcane biology, as it is diploid and has its genome sequence available (Wang et al., 2010; Paterson et al., 2009). Indeed, the basic sugarcane haplotype (930 Mb) is remarkably syntenic to model grasses, such as sorghum (730 Mb).

### 5.2 Molecular markers

Molecular markers have the potential to speed breeding up, and their main contribution in crops breeding relies on marker-assisted selection (MAS). There are many breeding challenges posed by sugarcane genetics, which consequently affect breeding programs, and so far these have benefit very little of molecular tools generated for sugarcane. The sugarcane genetic map has more than 1,100 molecular markers (considering diverse marker types) with a total map length of 2,600 cM and a marker density of 7.3 cM (Garcia et al., 2006), which is comparable to other crop species (Casu et al., 2005). Molecular markers have been useful to identify and map candidate genes in sugarcane breeding clones (Andru et al., 2011), from DNA regions (Tabasum et al., 2010) as well as from expressed RNA sequences (Wei et al, 2010). *Bulked segregant analysis* (BSA) coupled with molecular marker analysis of quantitative trait loci has been successful to develop genetic maps around resistance genes in sugarcane against diseases and pests (Asnaghi et al., 2004; Dussle et al., 2003). Molecular markers linked to yield were found in 27 regions of the sugarcane genome from a cross between the Australian variety Q165 and *S. officinarum*, whereas no significant correlations between stalk traits and sugar yield was found in the population analyzed (Aitken et al., 2008). Also, in a study with 40 sugarcane genotypes including *S. officinarum* and *S. barberi*, a high level of polymorphism was detected using 30 random amplification of polymorphic DNA (RAPD) markers, since more than a distinct allele could be identified by each marker (Tabasum et al., 2010). A promising large-scale tool may be the diversity array technology (DArT), which can cover the whole-genome to reveal hundreds of thousands of polymorphic markers in a single analysis via high-yield microarray platform (Wei et al., 2010).
However, sugarcane is a polyaneuploid species, and statistical segregation models have been developed to fit diploid organisms interpretations (Parida et al., 2010; Tabasum et al., 2010; Swapna et al., 2010). About 5% of publicly available sugarcane unigenes (i.e., assembled expressed sequence tags or ESTs) present single sequence repeats, and the frequency of perfect microsatellites is one marker for every 10.4 kb (Parida et al., 2010). Considering this, many polymorphic loci obtained during crossings cannot be properly analyzed, given the difficulties due to polyploid segregation (Garcia et al., 2006). In breeding of diploid species, molecular markers are significant for MAS through the use of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for polygenic traits such as yield components and disease resistance. Thus, an important aspect of sugarcane breeding is the improvement of markers and statistical models to best fit the convoluted sugarcane genetics (Hotta et al., 2010). The polyploidy constitution of sugarcane makes it as the most difficult crop to apply MAS, that is a sugarcane breeders’s dream. Finally, although many available papers report the identification of markers associated with qualitative and quantitative traits in sugarcane, it is noteworthy to mention that they have had very little impact in sugarcane breeding up to now.

5.3 Functional genomics – transcriptome, proteome and systems biology

The complex genome of the cultivated sugarcane is currently being sequenced (Sugarcane Genome Sequencing Initiative: http://sugarcanegenome.org), and more effort is supposed to accelerate the discovery of genes responsible for most desirable traits. It will allow the identification of regulatory regions, comparative studies of grasses chromosome, segments evolution and detection of intra and inter-cultivar allelic loci. Transcriptome efforts in sugarcane had a landmark in the late 1990s, when the large-scale cDNA libraries sequencing project SUCEST was set (Vettore et al., 2001, 2003), and from which almost 300,000 EST (ESTs: expressed sequence tags) were obtained, assembled into ~43,000 unique transcribed sequences, the closest picture of sugarcane transcriptional units. Most functional genomics projects performed in the 1990’s focused on sucrose content, disease resistance and stress tolerance, and involved several techniques, such as EST characterization, microarray and SAGE analyses (Vettore et al., 2003; Papini-Terzi et al., 2005; Calsa Jr & Figueira 2007; Rocha et al., 2007; Menossi et al., 2008; Papini-Terzi et al., 2009; Waclawovsky et al., 2010; Iskandar et al., 2011). The post-genomic era comprises the use of this information into breeding programs, with the identified markers that reveal expression profile of genes in different environmental conditions (Moore, 2005; Waclawovsky et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2011). Although still rather incipient in this crop (Manners & Casu, 2011), proteomics is increasing its applicability in sugarcane. This was exemplified by recent reports on proteins extraction optimization (Amalraj et al., 2010) and identification of drought tolerance-associated peptides through comparative bi-dimensional electrophoresis followed by mass spectrometry (Ribeiro, 2010). Modern genomics offers the knowledge needed to assign a physiological function to a gene. However, the distance from genotype to phenotype still requires a more integrated approach from molecular data to sugarcane physiology and production, thus setting the basis for modeling the regulatory pathways that link genes, metabolites and physiological processes (Yin & Struik, 2010).

5.4 Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) library - a useful resource

Bacterial artificial chromosomes (BAC) clones are bacterial lines containing large chromosome fragments of a particular eukaryotic species of interest. BAC library is a
collection of these clones that encompass the whole genome of a given species or genotype. These libraries are useful for physical genome sequencing as well as map-based cloning of specific loci or genes. Therefore, these clones are extremely helpful to associate molecular markers closely linked to traits of interest with genome sequences, facilitating identification of the actual genes responsible for the trait. Public BAC collections are available for many crop species, including the sugarcane BAC library at Clemson University Genomics Institute, North Carolina, USA. This library contains >100,000 clones of the R570 genotype, each clone with an average insert length of 130 kb, with a genome coverage of 4.5X and a probability of 98% of recovering any specific genomic sequence, considering a 3-Gb genome (Tomkins et al., 1999). The availability of BAC libraries of the parental species S. officinarum and S. spontaneum as well as a physic map would be extremely useful for the research community to foster sugarcane genetics.

An international effort involving Australia, Brazil, China, France, South Africa and the U.S. has been established to sequence the sugarcane genome. Given the complexity and variability of the sugarcane genome, this is a huge task, but it will be progressed more quickly with the next-generation Illumina or Solid sequencing, and the available sorghum genome. This will facilitate scaffolding efforts given the high synteny between these two species. The data will surely expand our understanding of the sugarcane genome on genomic organization, promoters, gene regulators and gene networks (Hotta et al., 2010), allowing for identification of major players on key agronomical traits.

### 5.5 Genetic transformation

The long time required for conventional breeding of sugarcane and its highly complex genome led to alternative complementary approaches to the to obtain novel or enhanced agronomic traits introduced in commercial hybrids. As mentioned, sugarcane breeding programs usually take 12-15 years to carry out, test and launch a new variety. The transgenic approach using candidate genes for targeted traits is an alternative to significantly shorten breeding time. Sugarcane is a recalcitrant species regarding genetic transformation and several parameters usually need optimization at the variety level to reach higher transformation efficiencies. Genetic transformation of sugarcane first relied on particle bombardment (biolistic) of cell suspension, embryogenic callus or meristem (Bower & Birch, 1992; Snyman et al., 2006). Efficiency of this method depends on callus formation and plant regeneration, which varies with genotype and culture conditions (Kaeppler et al., 2000). Later, a simpler protocol of genetic transformation of sugarcane using Agrobacterium tumefaciens was developed (Bower & Birch 1992; Arenobia, 1998; Brumbley et al. 2008). This approach is more efficient than biolistic for its higher stability on transgene expression, which derives from smaller number of transgene copies integrated into the genome (Dai et al. 2001). However, Agrobacterium-mediated transformation shows low efficiency and is highly genotype dependent. For this reason, several in vitro culture parameters have been pointed out as key factors to improve transformation, along with genotype screening, explant type and quality, selective agents, and Agrobacterium strains (Arenicibia et al., 1998; Manickavasagam et al., 2004). For sugarcane, the most effective selectable marker is the neomycin phosphotransferase II (nptII) gene (for kanamycin resistance), commonly used to transform callus (Zhangsun et al., 2007; Joyce et al., 2010) that increases the efficiency of transgene integration and recovery of transgenic plants. Specific methodological parameters
in transformation have not been widely investigated in sugarcane, and this is especially true for direct physical strategies such as biolistic bombardment. In the case of Agrobacterium-mediated transformation, efforts have also focused on in vitro regeneration capacity (Joyce et al., 2010).

Genes associated with sucrose content were identified and validated in vivo via genetic transformation, resulted in higher sucrose concentration in transgenic plants (Papini-Terzi et al., 2009). Another important application of genetic transformation is the development of resistance to pests and pathogens, including constructs against bacteria and viruses, as seen after biolistic transformation with the capsid gene of the leaf yellow virus (Arencibia et al., 1997, 1999; Falco et al., 2003; Ingelbrecht & Mirkov, 1999; Weng et al., 2010). Beyond the use of herbicide resistance genes (e.g., bar and pat) as selective markers, they also confer an attractive trait to reduce production costs (Manickavasagam et al, 2004). Increase in drought tolerance was correlated with proline accumulation in transgenic sugarcane (Molinari et al., 2007). In 2011, EMBRAPA, the Brazilian Company of Agricultural Research, announced the development of a drought-tolerant transgenic containing the transgene DREB2A. This gene codes for a transcription factor that increases the expression of several genes with function in tolerance against heat, drought and salinity.

Despite numerous studies on effective sugarcane transformation, none refers to plastid transformation, although it is a highly promising technology. There are several examples of agronomical/biotechnological applications of plastid transformation with enhanced biosafety (because the transgene is not transmitted via pollen), and higher transgene product yields in dicot species as cotton, soybean, lettuce, carrot, tomato and tobacco (Wang et al, 2009). Chloroplast genetic transformation is still very incipient in C₃ monocots rice (Lee et al, 2006) and wheat (Cui et al., 2011), and it has not been reported for C₄ grass species, as sugarcane. However, the avenue is widely open since sugarcane’s plastid genome has been completely sequenced (Calsa Jr. et al., 2004), which enables recombination-based transformation, with huge potential for basic and applied research, especially in C₄ photosynthesis and molecular pharming. Moreover, the development of transgenic sugarcane for biodegradable polymers, as polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) is another example of the potential usefulness of this grass, considering its high biomass production (Petrasovits et al., 2007).

Transgenic plants face release restrictions in many countries. The Brazilian Biosafety Commission (CTNBio) has approved more than 40 transgenic crop applications for sugarcane field experiments so far. Field trials are also been conducted in South Africa, Australia, and the U.S., but so far no transgenic variety has been commercially released in Brazil (Cheavegatti-Gianotto et al., 2011).

### 5.6 Gene promoters for sugarcane transformation

The regulation of gene expression involves DNA sequence upstream of the transcribed region and transcription factors that stabilizes RNA polymerases in these promoter regions to start transcription. The availability of useful promoter sequences in crop species enables molecular breeding to coordinate gene expression only in locations where it is necessary and only when it is necessary due to a fine control of place and time of expression. This minimizes pleiotropic effects of a transgene and saves cellular energy that otherwise would unnecessarily transcribe and translate a gene with spending metabolic energy. Although
many promoters from heterologous species may function similarly in crop species, this opportunity is expected to diminish within evolutionarily more distant species. Thus, a repertoire of gene promoters that work efficiently and precisely regarding level, timing and location of expression is an important element of transgenic cultivar development. Due to the polyploidy nature of sugarcane, the great number of alleles in the same genotype makes promoter isolation difficult, because among the 8-10 alleles, it is difficult to point out which of these are effectively contributing to expression of interesting traits. A recent approach to isolate sugarcane promoters has been published (Damaj et al., 2010). This approach utilizes PCR of BACs. It is important, however, to bear in mind that each BAC holds only a single allele (haplotype) whereas alternative alleles (homoelogous loci) may contain regulatory sequences that diverge from each other.

Thus, despite the convoluted genetic system present in sugarcane, which largely limits the use of traditional genetic markers in breeding programs, it is becoming clear that molecular genetics and genomics will play important roles in sugarcane breeding programs, as transformation techniques become more efficient and more molecular tools (genes of interest, transformation vectors, specific promoters) become available.

6. Conclusion and perspectives

Traditionally, the main focus on sugarcane breeding had been on sugar yield. However, recently, a new sugarcane genotype concept is emerging, focusing on biomass production to enable better explore ethanol or energy production. Within this new concept, breeding programs must be reoriented to strengthen its efforts on the development of new cultivars that fit this new variety profile. For this, it is essential to quickly answer to question related to biometrics (stalk number, diameter, height) and processing (sucrose content, reducing sugars, fiber content). Surely, new germplasm resources must be explored by sugarcane breeding programs. The implementation of a parallel introgression program, aiming at broadening the genetic base of sugarcane cultivars for sugar content and/or biomass production, will definitively bring great contributions for increases on yield, ensuring a more sustainable cultivation of sugarcane. Gains on important traits, such as vigor (robustness), will contribute to biomass production and may be found within S. spontaneum accessions and related genera, such as Miscanthus and Erianthus.

New resources and tools are constantly been made available for sugarcane such as better understanding of its genome, genetics, physiology, molecular biology, new markers associated with traits of agronomical relevance and new analysis tools. Breeding programs should take advantage of these tools and incorporate in their selection pipelines to generate superior new cultivars that respond to current and future needs of the industry and the hope of the general society.
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Modern plant breeding is considered a discipline originating from the science of genetics. It is a complex subject, involving the use of many interdisciplinary modern sciences and technologies that became art, science and business. Revolutionary developments in plant genetics and genomics and coupling plant "omics" achievements with advances on computer science and informatics, as well as laboratory robotics further resulted in unprecedented developments in modern plant breeding, enriching the traditional breeding practices with precise, fast, efficient and cost-effective breeding tools and approaches. The objective of this Plant Breeding book is to present some of the recent advances of 21st century plant breeding, exemplifying novel views, approaches, research efforts, achievements, challenges and perspectives in breeding of some crop species. The book chapters have presented the latest advances and comprehensive information on selected topics that will enhance the reader's knowledge of contemporary plant breeding.
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